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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (2005) emphasized the need to protect and restore freshwater rearing
habitats, and the processes that formed these habitats at the watershed, floodplain, and reach levels. It
set-up goals of no net loss (protection) plus habitat improvement (restoration) in the Skagit Basin. It also
recognized the need to monitor the status and trends of these processes and subsequent habitat values.
Comparing updated and historic data establishes a common framework for understanding and
communicating habitat trends. It highlights the pressures and stressors that degrade habitat, and directs
adaptive management efforts. Unfortunately, Skagit basin monitoring had been diffuse and unorganized,
providing insufficient information to determine if habitat quantity and quality had increased or decreased
over time.
To coordinate and focus monitoring efforts, the Skagit Watershed Council Monitoring and Adaptive
Management Subcommittee is developing a basin wide Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan with
the following objectives:
1) Fill gaps in metrics and protocols.
2) Generate a third-time step of habitat status to collect trend information and build on the existing
monitoring priorities in the recovery plan.
3) Use alternative planning resources (e.g. causation analyses; course corrections to strategies) to
integrate outcomes into future iterations of the monitoring plan.
A consistent and meaningful regional habitat monitoring program is also a priority among state and
federal agencies. In Phase I of the Chinook Monitoring and Adaptive Management Project, teams around
the Puget Sound created common frameworks based on localized recovery plans to compare fish
populations, habitats, pressures and recovery strategies (summarized from Beamer 2017). The Skagit
Watershed Council Monitoring and Adaptive Management Subcommittee based their indicators on the
Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (2005). Subsequently, the Puget Sound Partnership and NOAA released
indicator lists as well (Beechie et al. 2015).

1.2 Purpose of Study
This collection of studies aims to assess the status of Skagit basin habitat throughout the anadromous fish
zone. We used 2015 USDA-NAIP orthophotography to classify Skagit basin floodplain, floodplain channels,
mainstem edge habitats and hydromodifications, and tributary riparian extent and continuity into
categories consistent with previous mapping efforts, including: the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (SRSC
and WDFW 2005), the Skagit Yearling Study (Beamer et al 2010), and the SWC Strategy and Application
(Beamer et al 1998). The study area focused on mainstem, floodplain and selected tributary habitats.
Identified trends were assessed in the context of the 2005 Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan, NOAA status and
trends monitoring program and Puget Sound Partnership common indicators. This study will support the
implementation of the Skagit Monitoring and Adaptive Management Strategy and a forthcoming update
to the 2005 Chinook Recovery Plan. It will also support the 2017 Skagit Steelhead Recovery Plan.
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2 Floodplain Extent
2.1 Background
The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (SRSC and WDFW 2005) identified floodplain as important for the
freshwater rearing of juvenile Chinook salmon because of the foraging and refugia opportunities found in
mainstem edges, backwaters, off-channel sloughs and side channels. Hydromodifications (bank hardening
and levees) simplify edge habitat and prevent channel forming. Rearing capacity is limited, so freshwater
habitat restoration should focus on removing hydromodifications.
The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan first introduced freshwater habitat metrics to identify and understand
restoration opportunities. The plan mapped the extent and connectivity of the large river floodplain, area
of floodplain channels, and lengths of mainstem edge habitats and hydromodifications in a Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) using data current circa 1998—including Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) and United States Forest Service (USFS) orthophotography and a hydromodifications field survey
along the mainstem of the Skagit River and its major tributaries – the Cascade, Sauk, and Suiattle Rivers
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Skagit River floodplain extent developed for the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (SRSC and WDFW 2005).
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In 2010, Phase 1 of the Skagit Yearling Study measured and assessed mainstem and floodplain habitats in
a GIS using 2006 orthophotography from the United States Department of Agriculture – National
Agricultural Inventory Project (Beamer et al 2010).
The Skagit River System Cooperative delineated a geomorphic floodplain extent that encompassed the
eight unique rearing ranges of Chinook salmon within the Skagit River and its major contributing
tributaries for the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan (SRSC and WDFW 2005). For the Skagit Watershed
Council’s Monitoring and Adaptive Management project, the Skagit River System Cooperative staff
evaluated alternative floodplain interpretations from United Stated Geological Survey (USGS; Konrad
2015) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FEMA 1996)
to determine whether an alternative layer would improve spatial boundaries. Even though these accounts
differed from the first footprint in the downstream reaches where the valley wall gives way to the delta,
no hydromodifications had been removed in this lower delta region, and the the Monitoring and Adaptive
Management Subcommittee agreed to maintain the recovery plan floodplain extent for future work.
The Skagit Watershed Council Monitoring and Adaptive Management Subcommittee identified floodplain
extent as an indicator (Beamer 2017; Table 1). The comparable NOAA Regional Indicator is “Area of
connected floodplain”, and the Puget Sound Partnership Common indicator is under the question “What
is the 100-year flood extent and active width of connected floodplain”.
Table 1. Relationship of floodplain extent indicators and KEAs.
Skagit Chinook Plan Indicator
Large river floodplain footprint
(including non-tidal delta)

Related Phase I KEA (s)
Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function

Skagit Method/Data Type
GIS representation of connected and
isolated floodplain area (polygon data)
completed for 1998 & 2015

2.2 Large River Floodplain Footprint (Including Non-Tidal Delta)
2.2.1

Description of Indicator

The large river floodplain footprint is the area of all habitat types exposed to river hydrological processes,
including both channels and floodplains. We used road and hydromodification data to determine the level
of connectedness or impairment.

2.2.2

Methods

The Skagit River System Cooperative digitized the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan geomorphic floodplain
layer as a polygon feature in a GIS using 1998 aerial photographs, FEMA maps and USGS topographic
quadrangles. The layer included some adjacent low terraces and represented the 100-year floodplain and
areas that may be subject to channel migration. Appendix C of the Skagit Chinook Plan describes floodplain
metrics included in the GIS layer. Mainstem habitat (including many mainstem braided channels) and
other land cover/land use features (agriculture, forest, clearcut, urban/rural residential, etc) were
digitized into the layer. Roads were cut into the layer using a buffered DNR road layer. The road
information and a 1998 Skagit River System Cooperative hydromodification layer were used to further
delineate the floodplain into levels of disturbance: “isolated” areas completely surrounded by roads
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and/or hydromodifications, “shadowed” areas located behind roads or hydromodifications but not
completely enclosed, and “connected” areas not directly influenced by roads or hydromodifications. The
angle of the lines delineating shadowed features take into consideration the direction and flow of water
in the floodplain.
•

Roads: A line was drawn at the downstream end of the road parallel to the floodplain direction in
the immediate upstream alignment, down to the next river meander, where the line was then
drawn parallel to the river in the immediate upstream alignment to the outer edge of the floodplain.

•

Hydromodifications: The line on the upstream end of the hydromodification was drawn
perpendicular to the floodplain flow/direction, and the line on the downstream end of the
hydromodification was drawn perpendicular to the river flow/direction. The shadowed polygon
behind the hydromodification was extended all the way to the outer edge of the floodplain.
Shadowed areas were ended after one meander length for polygons that would have other
extended beyond that.

Data developed previously by Beamer et al. (2000) were used to determine the non-tidal delta area.

Figure 2. Example of 2015 Skagit River floodplain extent layer from Floodplain reach SK060A.

This effort was repeated for 2015 (Figure 2) using the recovery plan floodplain layer as the base GIS layer,
United States Department of Agriculture - National Agriculture Imagery Program (USDA-NAIP)
orthophotography, updated DNR and Skagit County road layers, and hydromodification surveys
completed from 2010 to 2015 by the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe (Hartson and Shannahan 2015). Minor
revisions were made where the river had migrated outside of the previously mapped floodplain (evident
on 2015 aerial photography and recent LiDAR data sets). The updated road and hydromodification layers
were used to delineate the floodplain layer into levels of disturbance, following the same methods utilized
in the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan. No changes were made to the non-tidal delta area.
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2.2.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the Skagit Chinook Plan (2005) show that the total floodplain area exposed to hydrologic
processes in 1998 totaled 10,510 ha, and approximately 31% of the floodplain was impaired or isolated
by roads or hydromodifications (Table 2). In 2015, the total floodplain area exposed to hydrologic
processes totaled 10,861.8 ha, and approximately 28% of the floodplain was impaired by roads or
hydromodifications. Total new area exposed to floodplain processes was 352 ha.
Table 2. Comparison of 1998 and 2015 floodplain footprint metrics.
Total
Floodplain
Area (ha)

FP Area
Disconnected
from River
Hydrology (ha)

% Impaired

Total area
exposed to
hydrological
processes (ha)*

1998 (Skagit Chinook Plan)

14,618

4,489

31%

10,510

2015 (Status and Trends Update)

14,657

4,176

28%

10,862

*includes non-tidal delta area of 381 ha

New area exposed to hydrological processes can be accounted for by: 1) newly mapped eroded areas, 2)
change in road presence, and 3) change in hydromodification mapping and presence. For the 2015
mapping effort, there were areas in the Sauk and Suiattle Rivers where the river had clearly migrated
outside of the previously mapped floodplain footprint, due to mainstem or side channel migration. The
newly added floodplain area totaled 38 ha. We observed fewer farm and forest roads in 2015 than in
1998. In some cases, it was clear that channel migration had removed the road. We also consulted
updated county, DNR, and USFS road layers and newer LiDAR data to confirm the change. Different
mapping techniques and variable field conditions altered mapping methods for the updated
hydromodification data also of the difference. For the 1998 hydromodification layer, Skagit System
Cooperative staff field-mapped hydromodifications by hand-drawing the structure on printed
orthophotos, then later digitized them in a GIS. From 2010 to 2015, the Upper Skagit Indian Tribe repeated
the inventory by field-mapping hydromodifications visible from a boat with a GPS unit (Hartson and
Shannahan 2015).

2.2.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Repeat the metric every 5 years to determine if the area of shadowed and isolated
habitat is trending downward.
Recommendation 2: Updated hydromodification survey to determine if dikes and other bank hardening
features are present on the landscape.
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3 Floodplain Structure and Connectivity
3.1 Background
Table 3 lists the Skagit Watershed Council Monitoring and Adaptive Management Subcommittee’s
identified floodplain structure and function indicators (Beamer 2017). These indicators are comparable to
NOAA’s Regional Indicator: “Area of connected floodplain”, and the Puget Sound Partnership Common
indicator: “connectivity” under the question “What is the 100-year flood extent and active width of
connected floodplain”.
Table 3. Relationship of floodplain channel interaction indicators and KEAs
Skagit Chinook Plan Indicator
Large mainstem edge length

Related Phase I KEA (s)
Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function

Skagit Method/Data Type
GIS representation of mainstem edge types
(polyline data)

Large mainstem hydromodified
edge
Large mainstem backwaters
perimeter
Floodplain channel area

Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function
Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function
Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function

Floodplain channel length

Floodplain connectivity
Floodplain structure & function

Connectivity of large river
floodplain

Floodplain connectivity

Field survey of hydromodifications digitized
in a GIS
GIS representation of mainstem
backwaters perimeter (polyline data)
GIS representation of off channel habitat
(polygon data)
Completed for 2006 & 2015
GIS representation of off channel habitat
(polyline data)
Not completed in same format for 2006,
2015.
GIS representation of distance between off
channel and backwater outlets (point and
polyline data)
Not completed for 2006, 2015

3.2 Large Mainstem Edge Length
3.2.1

Description of Indicator

The large mainstem edge length is the total length of all edge types along the mainstem channel.

3.2.2

Methods

The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan assessed edge condition by converting the polygons delineated in the
floodplain condition shapefile to polyline features in a GIS, and splitting-up bank, bar, and backwater edge
types using 1998 aerial photographs. Banks were generally vegetated, vertical/steep slopes into the river.
Bars were typically sandy, gentle slopes into the river. Backwaters were at the same elevation as the river
without a separating sill. In addition, the 1998 hydromodification data was used to define the edge as
hydromodified, or not, which is described more fully in the hydromodified edges section.
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Edge habitat conditions were mapped in GIS for 2006 and 2015 using USDA-NAIP orthophotos. For 2006,
edge habitat polylines were extracted from the mainstem and floodplain habitat mapping that was
completed as part of the Skagit Yearling Study (Beamer et al 2010). The polylines were split into different
edge types as described above using the 2006 orthophotos. Backwater edges were also further defined
as being either bank or bar types. Edge condition was mapped in the same way for 2015 using the habitat
polygons developed for this study, and 2015 orthophotos (Figure 3). Hydromodification presence was also
included in the edge habitat mapping for 2006 and 2015, and is described more fully in that section below.

Figure 3. Example of 2015 edge habitat mapping.

3.2.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the Skagit Chinook Plan show that mainstem edge totals 589.4 km, including the edge
length of the non-tidal delta (57,390 m), which was not further replicated in 2006 and 2015. The result
excludes some reaches in the Cascade and Suiattle Rivers. The 1998 mapping effort included more
braided channels as mainstem habitat than the 2006 and 2015 mapping efforts. The Skagit Chinook
Recovery Plan mainstem channel length was 230 km, excluding the non-tidal delta length. Table 4
contains the results as presented in the recovery plan. It is unclear why edge length includes non-tidal
length, while mainstem channel length excludes it. Also, the mainstem channel lengths in the recovery
plan differ slightly from those in the GIS layer.
The results of the 2006 and 2015 data are more directly comparable to each other, having the same extent
(Table 5). Mainstem channel length for 2006 and 2015 were similar to each other, 234 km and 235 km,
respectively. However more edge habitat was mapped in 2015 than 2006 (30.7 km) because of the dates
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of the orthophotos and corresponding flow levels of the river. In the Skagit floodplain reach SK060A –
SK100, for example, the 2006 aerial photographs were taken at a higher level of flow, ranging from 10,30013,000 cfs at the Concrete gage (with most of the reach landing on the higher flow day) and 10,500-13,300
cfs at the Mt Vernon gage, than were the 2015 aerial photographs, when the flow level was measured at
9,700-10,200 cfs at Concrete and 8,760-9,720 cfs at Mt Vernon. More gravel bars were exposed on the
2015 aerial photographs and more braids were mapped and included in the edge length total.
The total for the 2006 and 2015 mainstem channel edge data were closer when we excluded the braid
lengths: 500.7 and 501.2 km respectively.
Table 4. Summary of edge habitat conditions for each rearing range for 1998, 2006, and 2015.
Mainstem Channel Length
(m)
1998
2006
2015

Total Edge Habitat Length
(m)
1998
2006
2015

Rearing Range

Floodplain Reach

All Stocks

Non-tidal Delta

22,779
68,685

68,774

70,247

195,606

167,958

177,313

Upper (U) Skagit Summer
and U Cascade Spring

30,896

31,847

31,967

76,061

72,802

78,327

U Skagit Summer

SK060A - SK100
SK100A - SK110
and
CA010 - CA020
SK120A - SK130B

16,292

16,314

16,297

39,244

36,360

37,016

U Cascade Spring

CA040A - CA040D

10,114

9,721

9,745

NA

21,543

23,976

All Sauk and Suiattle
Lower (L) Sauk Summer
and U Sauk Spring
U Sauk Spring

SA010 - SA040

20,459

21,687

23,106

49,359

57,144

57,423

SA050 - SA060D

30,312

30,337

29,657

78,541

69,188

77,526

SA070

12,873

13,006

12,631

30,137

29,351

29,699

Suiattle Spring

SU010 - SU030

24,692

25,778

24,991

63,068

54,732

56,649

SU040A - SU050

15,898

16,294

16,759

NA

33,873

35,674

230,219

233,756

235,399

589,407

542,952

573,602

Totals

57,390

Table 5. Summary of edge habitat condition for each rearing range, excluding mainstem braids
Total Edge Habitat
Length (m)
2006
2015

Rearing Range

Floodplain Reach

All Stocks

Non-tidal Delta

Upper Skagit Summer and Upper Cascade Spring
Upper Skagit Summer

SK060A - SK100
SK100A - SK110 and CA010 - CA020
SK120A - SK130B

150,494
71,065
33,785

153,572
68,652
33,863

Upper Cascade Spring

CA040A - CA040D

21,008

20,936

All Sauk and Suiattle

SA010 - SA040

45,391

48,473

Lower Sauk Summer and Upper Sauk Spring

SA050 - SA060D

64,130

62,784

Upper Sauk Spring

SA070

29,094

28,005

Suiattle Spring

SU010 - SU030

52,709

50,902

SU040A - SU050

33,033

34,048

500,709

501,235

Totals
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3.2.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Repeat habitat mapping in 5 years, primarily for the benefit of the next two
indicators: hydromodified edges and backwaters.

3.3 Large Mainstem Hydromodified edge
3.3.1

Description of Indicator

Hydromodifications include rip rap bank armoring and dikes located along all mainstem edge types.
Hydromodifications prevent channel migration and off channel habitat formation, and contain unnatural
bank edges that are avoided by juvenile Chinook (Beamer and Henderson 1998).

3.3.2

Methods

The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan also attributed the mainstem edge habitat polylines with the presence
or absence of hydromodifications. Hydromodifications were determined using the 1998 field inventory.
Researchers floating the river in a jetboat or raft to draw hydromodified banks on aerial photographs
which they digitized into a GIS polyline shapefile.
The Upper Skagit Indian Tribe updated this survey from 2010 to 2015 by conducting a field-based
inventory of hydromodifications in and immediately adjacent to the main river channel and major
tributaries covering known Chinook distribution (Hartson and Shannahan 2015), excluding the non-tidal
delta reach of the river. The survey collected hydromodification locations in the field using the Global
Positioning System (GPS), and digitized the structures as polylines in a GIS over 2011 or 2013 USDA-NAIP
imagery. We used this updated inventory to attribute the edge habitat polylines for the 2006 and 2015
data sets. Because an inventory was omitted around the year 2006, care was taken to investigate whether
hydromodifications were present in that year, based on hydromodification survey field notes, utilization
of 2007 oblique aerial photographs, and local knowledge of the area.
The spatial extent of the two hydromodification datasets varies slightly. The 1998 dataset includes delta
and non-tidal delta reaches, whereas the 2010 to 2015 data does not. The latter data includes several
major Chinook-bearing streams that the older data omits. The newer data also splits hydromodifications
into smaller segments because each beginning and end was recorded, whereas the older data often
mapped longer, continuous segments. The hydromodification data occasionally imperfectly aligned with
the edge mapping, therefore for all year sets, the beginning and end of the hydromodification was sliced
into the polyline aligned as closely as possible. Where several small hydromodification segments were
adjacent to each other with very small gaps in between (primarily in the 2010 to 2015), we ignored those
gaps and sliced a longer continuous segment into the edge.
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3.3.3

Results and Discussion

Table 6 summarizes the total hydromodified edge as delineated within the edge habitat polyline
features. In 1998, the total modified edge within the freshwater rearing range (excluding the non-tidal
delta) was 49,418 m. In 2006, it was 41,375 m and in 2015, it was 39,886 m.
Table 6. Summary of hydromodified edges for each rearing range as mapped within edge habitat mapping polyline
shapefiles
Hydromodified Length (m)
Floodplain Reach

1998

2006

2015

Non-tidal delta

29,021

SK060A - SK100

30,260

25,618

23,609

SK100A - SK110 and CA010 - CA020

7,448

5,817

6,611

SK120A - SK130B

3,501

4,286

4,460

CA040A - CA040D

NA

30

32

SA010 - SA040

3,035

2,732

2,101

SA050 - SA060D

3,356

1,710

2,384

SA070

736

291

53

SU010 - SU030

1,081

891

636

SU040A - SU050

NA

0

0

78,439

41,375

39,886

Totals

The difference is due to removal of hydromodifications via erosion or restoration and mainstem channel
migration. When the mainstem channel moved away from the hydromodification, it was excluded from
the edge habitat data. It may still remain on the floodplain and potentially adjacent to floodplain channels.
The edge mapping for 1998 captured more braided channels (and therefore more hydromodified edges)
than did the mapping for 2006 and 2015.

3.3.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Repeat the hydromodification survey in 5 years to determine if hydromodification
length is decreasing.

3.4 Large Mainstem Backwaters Perimeter
3.4.1

Description of Indicator

This indicator describes the perimeter of large mainstem backwaters. We defined backwaters as being
at generally the same elevation as the river where water has flowed back in but without a sill separating
it from the river.
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3.4.2

Methods

We mapped backwater perimeters from aerial photographs for 1998, 2006, and 2015 as described in
Section 3.2 (Large Mainstem Edge Length).

3.4.3

Results and Discussion

The Skagit Chinook Plan reports that backwater perimeter totals 63,239 m. This number is much higher
than we mapped on the 2006 and 2015 aerial photographs. Again, much of this is due to the additional
mainstem braids included in the recovery plan mapping effort.
From 2006 to 2015, there was a decrease in backwater perimeter by 3,614 m (Table 7).
Table 7. 2006 and 2015 backwater habitat perimeters as mapped within edge habitat mapping polyline shapefiles
Backwater Perimeter (m)
Floodplain Reach

2006

2015

SK060A - SK100

8,875

10,179

SK100A - SK110 and CA010 - CA020

7,184

3,424

SK120A - SK130B

440

706

CA040A - CA040D

1,281

747

SA010 - SA040

1,062

1,732

SA050 - SA060D

3,042

2,387

SA070

875

315

SU010 - SU030

863

470

SU040A - SU050
Totals

3.4.4

55

105

23,678

20,064

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Repeat the edge habitat mapping methods in 5 years to determine if there is a trend
in the decreasing amount of backwater perimeters.
Recommendation 2: The 1998 data could be reorganized to remove the extra mainstem braided channels
and make that data more comparable to latter two-year sets.

3.5 Floodplain Channel Area
3.5.1

Description of Indicator

The floodplain channel area is the area of all channel types in Skagit River floodplain reaches.
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3.5.2

Methods

Habitat features were heads-up digitized as polygon features in a GIS from aerial photographs at a scale
no closer than 1:3,000. Habitat types were mapped for 2006 and 2015 using USDA-NAIP
orthophotography. Beamer et al (2010) completed the 2006 data for the Skagit Yearling Study. We
completed the 2015 data using methods described in Section 3.2 (Large Mainstem Edge Length).
We delineated the polygons were delineated into several categories: main channel, backwaters, braids,
and side/secondary channels (Figure 4). Main channel was the wetted mainstem channel. In places where
the main channel was braided, we identified the widest/deepest looking channel as the main channel and
the others as secondary channels (either braids or side/secondary channels). Braids attached to the
mainstem on both ends and were separated from the mainstem by mostly unvegetated gravel bars. Braids
function more as a mainstem than as a side channel. Side/secondary channels were separated from the
mainstem by mostly vegetated bars or forested islands and may or may not attach to the mainstem on
both ends. Channel edge was often difficult to distinguish in forested areas where trees overhang and
obscure the bank, so we made a best guess at bank edge when digitizing.

Figure 4. Example of floodplain habitat features layer.
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The entire floodplain was not mapped, but the floodplain area surrounded by channels was digitized into
land cover types, including forested, cleared, or partially vegetated.
For the purposes of summarizing data, all channels that were not the main channel were grouped together
and summarized as floodplain channels. Backwaters along the mainstem not touching a braid or
secondary channel were summarized within the mainstem channel category, while backwaters that were
located adjacent to braids and secondary features were grouped in with the floodplain channel area.

3.5.3

Results and Discussion

In the Skagit Yearling Study, the total area of floodplain channel types digitized over 2006 orthophotos
was 560 ha. Mainstem habitat area totaled 1,855 ha.
The 2015 mapping found that total mainstem area was 1,784 ha. The total floodplain channel area was
644 ha.
Total habitat area (mainstem plus floodplain channels) for each dataset was nearly identical – 2,415 ha
in 2006 and 2,428 ha in 2015. Upon further investigation, we discovered that the Skagit Yearling Study
has assigned a few of the braids in 2006 to the mainstem category.

3.5.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: The Skagit Chinook Plan Mainstem mapped habitat polygons from 1998 aerial
photographs, but it included many more braids as mainstem habitat than did the 2006 and 2015 mapping
efforts, so the efforts are difficult to compare. It also represented floodplain channels with polylines and
lengths instead of polygon area. Future studies could complete additional work to better delineate the
1998 mainstem channel area into mainstem versus braids, and digitize the floodplain channels using the
polylines as a guide. Conversely, floodplain channel centerlines could be digitized using the 2006 and 2015
data.
Recommendation 2: Additional timesteps should be added as future photography becomes available to
determine a clear trend in the area and length of floodplain channels.
Recommendation 2: Another technique, Relative Elevation Modeling, should be applied using LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) topography to distinguish different levels of the floodplain and also better define
and locate floodplain channels, which are often obscured with the orthophotos. LiDAR data sets covering
much (but not all) of the Skagit floodplain are available for the years 2003-2006 and 2015-2017 and could
be used to map floodplain habitat features (either polygons or polylines) and potentially reduce some of
the user error inherent in the interpretation of aerial photographs. It seems very likely that LiDAR
topographical data will continue to become available for future time steps for a status and trends analysis.
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3.6 Floodplain Channel Length
3.6.1

Description of Indicator

Floodplain channel length is the length of floodplain channels in unconfined reaches.

3.6.2

Methods

The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan determined floodplain channel length by digitizing visible floodplain
channels as a polyline feature in a GIS over the 1998 orthophotos and a United States Geological Survey
10-m DEM hillshade model.

3.6.3

Results and Discussion

Results presented in the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan quantify the length of floodplain channels totaling
371.1 km.

3.6.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Studies have not repeated this analysis since the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan, but
instead measured floodplain channel area in the form of habitat polygons. However, it may be beneficial
to map floodplain channel lengths for the 2006 and 2015 time steps using the mapped habitat channels
and additional data (orthophotography, and 2006 and 2017 LiDAR topography) as guides. The floodplain
channel lengths may be easier to compare from year to year than areas, precise boundaries are difficult
to map in heavily forested areas with overhanging vegetation.

3.7 Connectivity of large river floodplain
3.7.1

Description of Indicator

Connectivity of the large river floodplain is the count and distance between all backwaters and
floodplain channels. The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan assumed that connectivity of rearing habitat is
important for juvenile Chinook salmon so reaches of the river that have gaps in the availability of offchannel habitat should be considered priority areas for restoration.

3.7.2

Methods

The Skagit Chinook Recovery determined the spatial distribution of off-channel habitat availability by
measuring the linear distance between each backwater and floodplain channel outlet, as mapped by the
floodplain and habitat polygon and polylines representing floodplain channels. The quantity of habitat
was measured as perimeter length for backwaters and centerline length for floodplain channels. Gaps in
off-channel habitat opportunity were identified where more than 1 km of main channel length provided
access to less than 1,000 meters of either backwater perimeter or floodplain channel length. Mainstem
channels with more than 5 km of continuous length with less than 1,000 m of backwater perimeter or
floodplain channel length per kilometer of mainstem length were identified as the highest priority. Narrow
floodplains that likely naturally limited the availability of off-channel habitat were eliminated.
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3.7.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan show that the available habitat is fragmented and
identifies 20 mainstem reaches with gaps in habitat availability that are priority areas for restoration.

3.7.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Studies have not repeated this analysis since the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan. If it
is repeated for monitoring the status and trends of rearing habitat connectivity it may be better to simply
measure the spacing of all rearing habitat opportunities (and their length or perimeter) along
mainstems. These data could be combined and reported to compare results to the original spacing criteria
used in the Chinook plan (5 km with less than 1,000 m/kilometer of habitat) but could also be looked at
in other ways not limited to those specific spacing criteria.

4 Tributary Connectivity and Structure
4.1 Background
Small tributaries to the Skagit, Sauk, Suiattle, and Cascade rivers offer important spawning and rearing
opportunities for anadromous salmonids. Within these tributaries, stream gradient is linked to channel
morphology (Buffington et al. 2003), which in turn influences spawning strategy and fish abundance
(Montgomery et al. 1999). Chinook and coho show high abundance in pool-riffle and forced pool riffle
channels (0-4% slope; Montgomery et al. 1999) while steelhead can utilize higher gradient channels in
addition to low-gradient reaches (Cramer and Ackerman 2009). Low-gradient streams also offer greater
rearing habitat potential for juvenile salmonids (SWC 2015). High gradient reaches can present natural
barriers to fish passage, though fish can often move through moderately high gradient reaches for short
distances (WDFW 2009). SRSC and WDFW (2005) identified sediment supply, hydromodifications, high
water temperatures, and availability of freshwater rearing habitat as limiting factors affecting productivity
in tributary habitat for Skagit Chinook populations.
In the greater Skagit River watershed, road crossings and other structures that limit or restrict tributary
passage by anadromous salmonids have reduced connectivity to the mainstem rivers from historic levels.
As a first step towards mapping historically and currently available tributary habitat, we used a Skagit
County hydrography GIS layer along with a LiDAR-derived digital elevation model to derive slopes for
tributary streams within the Skagit, Sauk, Suiattle, and Cascade River watersheds. Following this, GIS
databases of artificial and natural barriers to fish passage were coupled with this layer to assess whether
habitat is currently accessible to fish, isolated by artificial barriers such as culverts, or is inaccessible due
to natural barriers to fish passage. Finally, the layer was intersected with an alluvial plain/alluvial
fan/upland layer to allow characterization of geomorphic position within the watershed.
Development of the slope, geomorphic position, and accessibility layer allows us to measure indicators
for assessment of status and trends in tributary connectivity and availability of channel types. The
indicators used to track the status and trends of tributary habitat in this study were identified by the Skagit
Watershed Council Monitoring and Adaptive Management Subcommittee (Table 8). Similar indicators
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used elsewhere include “Percent historic miles available to adult Chinook” (Puget Sound Partnership
Common Indicator).
Table 8. Relationship of habitat connectivity and stream structure area indicators and KEAs
Indicator
Historic habitat length
available to salmonids

Related Phase I KEA(s)

Method/Data Type

Habitat Connectivity

GIS representation of accessible, isolated, and
inaccessible tributary habitat by gradient class and
geomorphic position within watershed (polyline data).

4.2 Small Mainstems and Tributaries Length
4.2.1

Description of Indicator

This indicator summarizes the length of habitat, in meters, within each tributary watershed by slope
classes and geomorphic position within the watershed.

4.2.2

Methods

We used a variable interval spacing method for estimating tributary stream channel gradient to our
hydrography layer (Nagel et al. 2010). Typically, slope is computed for segments between stream
endpoints and intersections, which tends to over-average slopes in high-gradient reaches. A shorter
interval spacing in such reaches better captures gradient variations, but conversely, a short sampling
interval can increase error in lower gradient reaches. Therefore, the variable interval spacing method
attempts to improve gradient estimates by sampling DEM elevations along channels at intervals based on
average channel slope between tributary junctions (Nagel et al. 2010). Previous attempts to incorporate
slope relied on fixed interval spacing as well as on hydrography data that were less accurate in lowgradient reaches.
To do this, we first sampled elevations from a Digital elevation model (DEM) at the endpoints and
intersections of our updated hydrography layer, and calculated slopes for each of the stream segments.
We selected the National Elevation Dataset DEM as our base layer for elevation data because, though
coarser than the 2006 Skagit County LiDAR data that are available, it still offers good resolution and covers
the entire study area seamlessly. Following Nagel et al. (2010), the stream segments were placed into
broad gradient classes using slope breaks corresponding to reach-level channel morphologies (Buffington
et al. 2003). The gradient classes were then used to assign an interval spacing for slope estimation (Table
9). The interval widths approximate horizontal USGS Quad 40’ contour interval spacings (Nagel et al.
2010).
Table 9. Reach-level channel morphology by gradient class (Buffington et al. 2004) and associated interval spacing
for slope estimation (Nagel et al. 2010).
Reach Level Morphology
Cascade
Step-Pool
Plane-Bed
Pool-Riffle

Gradient Class
>7.5%
3-7.5%
1.5-3%
<1.5%

Interval Width
160 Meters
230 Meters
540 Meters
810 Meters
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Following classification, the stream segments were split using their assigned interval widths, elevation
was sampled again at all endpoints and intersections, and slopes were calculated for the new segments.
Finally, the new segments were grouped by slope into classes that correspond to habitat use by adult and
juvenile steelhead and were also sorted by location within the watershed using an alluvial plain/alluvial
fan/upland GIS layer that was created separately (Table 10; Figure 5).
Table 10. Reach-level channel morphology (Buffington et al. 2003) by gradient class.
Reach Level Morphology
Cascade
Cascade
Step-Pool/Cascade
Plane Bed/Step-Pool/Cascade
Pool-Riffle/Plane Bed/Step-Pool
Pool-Riffle/Plane Bed

Gradient Range
>16%
8-16%
6-8%
4-6%
1-4%
0-1%

Figure 5. Example of gradient and accessibility classification. Red Cabin creek, a tributary to the middle Skagit
River, is shown.
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4.2.3

Results & Discussion

Habitat are sorted first by gradient class and accessibility, and then by watershed position and
accessibility. 2015 Red Cabin Creek data are presented as an example (Table 11). A past conditions
analysis is unavailable, so no comparison data exists, but the table could show similar information for each
year of analysis. The estimates of gradient and accessibility rely on the accuracy of the underlying GIS
layers. Improvements to the barrier layers, would improve the quality of the final product.
Table 11. Habitat Length by Gradient Class and Geomorphic Position (Red Cabin Cree, Total Watershed Area: 1200
hectares).
Gradient Class
0-1%
1-4%
4-6%
6-8%
8-16%
> 16%
Total

Accessible
589
1,620
9
230
160
8
2,617

Habitat Length (Meters)
Isolated
Inaccessible
160
0
3,798
704
1,223
1,189
968
1,538
1,269
8,521
94
14,001
7,512
25,953

Total
749
6,122
2,422
2,736
9,950
14,103
36,082

Location
Alluvial Plain
Alluvial Fan
Upland
Total

Accessible
1,409
810
398
2,617

Habitat Length (Meters)
Isolated
Inaccessible
0
0
810
0
6,702
25,953
7,512
25,953

Total
1,409
1,620
33,053
36,082

4.2.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: Field verify presence and location of artificial and natural barriers. Available natural
barrier data was created using field visits, map interpretation, and anecdotal information. Barriers
observed in the field were recorded using rudimentary GPS technology, so positional accuracy was not
high in many cases. Field verification using mapping-grade GPS units would greatly improve confidence
in the natural barrier layer. Similar issues are present within the artificial barrier layer available from
WDFW. However, efforts are currently ongoing to update and correct errors in the layer.
Recommendation 2: Incorporate channel width estimates into the hydrography layer. Regression
equations have been created by the USGS for estimating channel width for tributaries in the region, so
this should not be difficult to incorporate. Channel width, in addition to gradient is a required parameter
for the NOAA Fisheries Intrinsic Potential Model and would also allow estimation of habitat area.
Recommendation 3: Re-run the intrinsic potential model using this updated dataset and reconvene expert
panel to map out an updated fish distribution layer.
Recommendation 4: Combine gradient analysis with a riparian analysis to estimate supply of large woody
debris. Wood structure allows development of forced pool-riffle habitat, which is more beneficial to fish
than the plane-bed channel morphology present in systems with low wood supply (Buffington et al. 2004).
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5 Riparian Extent and Continuity
5.1 Background
The Skagit system consists of the mainstem Skagit and tributaries, plus the secondary rivers: Baker,
Cascade, Sauk, Suiattle, and their tributaries. This study focuses on the spatial extent and continuity of
riparian habitat in the tributary’s floodplains.
Decades of agriculture and residential development have degraded the Skagit system floodplain.
Fragmented and missing riparian buffers have simplified in-stream habitat and exasperated water quality
issues, negatively affecting rearing juveniles, spawners and parr migrants.
Skagit system anadromous fish are also sensitive to climate change. Reduced snowpacks that melt earlier
will reduce summer stream flows, and increase the frequency and severity of floods and droughts (Elsner
et al. 2010). Furthermore, farming and infrastructure altered hydrology and reduced connectivity,
increasing fish exposure to climate change.
Functioning riparian habitat helps mitigate stressors by increasing ecological resilience (the ability of an
ecosystem to recover from disturbance). Riparian species are naturally resilient, due to frequent
disturbances from dynamic riverine conditions (Naiman and Decamps 1997): habitat restoration builds on
this.
Both protection and restoration strategies are mentioned in the Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan in relation
to riparian extent and continuity (SRSC and WDFW 2005). Fencing out livestock and retaining unlogged
buffers protects riparian areas. Planting trees Restoration in riparian areas.
This study used large and small channel indicators identified by the Skagit Watershed Council Monitoring
and Adaptive Management Subcommittee to track the status and trends of Skagit tributary habitat (Table
12). The Skagit Chinook Recovery Plan defined “functioning” is as late-seral or mid-seral forest and
“impaired” as non-forest land (SRSC and WDFW 2005; data based on Beamer 2000). Other organizations
have put forth similar indicators: the NOAA Regional Indicator is “percent of mainstem and tributary
riparian that is forested, disturbed or impervious”, and the Puget Sound Partnership Common indicator is
“percent forest within 200 feet of anadromous streams”.
Table 12. Relationship of riparian spatial extent and continuity of riparian area indicators and KEAs
Indicator

Related Phase I KEA(s)

Method/Data Type

Percent functional vegetation within 50, 100,
200, 300’ and floodplain – compile by reach
and habitat type

Riparian – spatial
extent and continuity

GIS census of riparian habitat
(polygon data)

Percent agriculture, infrastructure and
development within 50, 100, 200, 300’ and
floodplain – compile by reach and habitat type

Riparian – spatial
extent and continuity

GIS census of riparian habitat
(polygon data)
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5.2 Percent Functional Vegetation, Infrastructure and Dysfunctional Vegetation
5.2.1

Description

Percent functional vegetation is the sum of the vegetated areas beneficial to anadromous fish habitat,
divided by the total study area. Percent agriculture, infrastructure and development is the sum the areas
with decreased functionality (such as impervious surfaces, agricultural areas, disturbed soils and nonnative plant stands), divided by the total study area.

5.2.2

Methods

Polygons were mapped using heads-up digitizing and aerial photography taken in 2006 and 2015. 2006
cover was mapped using the USDA-FSA-APFO NAIP MrSID Mosaic orthophoto with 1-m pixel resolution,
flown between July and August 2006. 2015 cover was mapped using the Skagit County pictometry
orthophoto with 30-cm pixel resolution, flown between February and May 2015 and USDA-FSA-APFO
NAIP MrSID Mosaic orthophoto with 0.5-m pixel resolution, flown between August and September
2015. All vegetation maps were drawn at a 3-m diameter patch resolution and a mapping scale of
1:1,000.
We sampled tributaries throughout the spawning grounds of five Skagit Basin Chinook populations. The
2006 analysis included a subset of salmon bearing Skagit River basin tributaries upstream of Mount
Vernon, including a few Lower Sauk tributaries (Figure 6). The 2015 analysis sampled most of the salmon
bearing Skagit River basin tributaries, including Cascade and Lower Sauk River tributaries, but excluding
Suiattle and Upper Sauk River tributaries. Comparisons were made between tributaries sampled both
years.
We analyzed 40-meters on either side of the tributaries, which extended from the edge of the active
channel or the centerline, based on whether the tributary measured more than seven meters across. The
study area extended from the tributary’s mouth to the top of the alluvial fan (Figure 7).
We grouped the results by USDA Hydrologic Units (HUCs), delineated to the watershed (10-digit) level
(Seaber et al. 1987). We also labeled each watershed as rainfall-dominated, snowpack-dominated, or
mixed-rain-and-snow regimes, based on the proportion of October through March rainfall to April 1st
snowpack (snow water equivalent), as defined by Elsner et al. (2010).
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Figure 6. Map of the Skagit River basin tributaries included in the study.
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Figure 7. Example of polygon types and detail in Hansen Creek.
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Functional Vegetation
Areas dominated by woody species were classified as functional vegetation. Common species included
western red cedar (Thuja plicata), western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii), black cottonwood (Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa), red alder (Alnus rubra) and
salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis). Percent functional vegetation was calculated as the sum of the functional
vegetation polygons divided by the sum of the study area polygons.
Infrastructure
Areas containing structures, roads and parking lots were classified as infrastructure. Percent
infrastructure was calculated as the sum of the infrastructure polygons divided by the sum of the study
area polygons.
Dysfunctional Vegetation
Areas containing agriculture, lawns and invasive species were classified as dysfunctional vegetation.
Common invasive species included Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus) and reed canarygrass
(Phalaris arundinacea). Percent dysfunctional vegetation was calculated as the sum of the dysfunctional
vegetation polygons divided by the sum of the study area polygons.

5.2.3

Results and Discussion

Functional Vegetation
Percent functional vegetation increased from 2006 to 2015 (from 70.0 to 72.4; Table 13). Percent
functional vegetation increased in the Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries (from 66.1 to 69.3), but
decreased in the Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries, Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries and Lower
Sauk Tributaries (from 90.5 to 87.6, 93.4 to 93.1 and 89.8 to 85.1, respectively). Combined percent
functional vegetation was 74.9 for the larger 2015 study area (Table 14). The Frontal - Skagit Bay
Tributaries and Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries had the lowest and highest percent functional
vegetation (27.9 and 94.2).
Table 13. Comparison of 2006 and 2015 functional riparian vegetation in Skagit Basin tributaries (only tributaries
analyzed both years included).

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

2006
Cover
66.1%

2015
Cover
69.3%

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

90.5%

87.6%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

93.4%

93.1%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

89.8%

85.1%

Combined

70.0%

72.4%

Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain
Mixed Rain and Snow
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Table 14. 2015 functional riparian vegetation in Skagit Basin tributaries (all analyzed tributaries included).
Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain

Frontal - Skagit Bay Tributaries

2015
Cover
27.9%

Rain

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

68.4%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

89.1%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

94.2%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

74.1%

Snow

Gorge Lake -Skagit River Tributaries
Cascade River Tributaries

90.2%

Combined

74.9%

Snow

88.1%

The functional vegetation cover within the study area falls short of the one hundred percent desired
recovery condition. Watersheds near urban centers are the most degraded, for example the Frontal Skagit Bay Tributary unit, which contains the city of Mount Vernon. In the Cascade foothills, the Diobsud
Creek and Gorge Lake -Skagit River Tributaries watersheds remain relatively intact. Restoration efforts
are improving riparian conditions–most of the gained functional vegetation polygons were planted
areas–but work remains to be done.
Infrastructure
Percent infrastructure remained at 3.9 between 2006 and 2015 (Table 15). Percent infrastructure
increased in Illabot Creek - Skagit River and Lower Sauk Tributaries (from 1.7 to 2.3 and from 1.1 to 2.0),
but decreased in Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries (from 0.9 to 0.7). Infrastructure covered 3.0% of
the larger 2015 study area (Table 16). Finney Creek - Skagit River and Cascade River Tributaries had the
largest percentage of infrastructure (4.6 and 4.0); Cascade River Tributaries had the lowest percentage of
infrastructure (1.4). The Cascade River Tributaries had the second highest percent infrastructure, despite
their distance from metropolitan areas. The deep Cascade River basin minimized the study area between
tributary mouths and alluvial fan tips, increasing the relative proportion of infrastructure.
Table 15. Comparison of 2006 and 2015 riparian infrastructure Skagit Basin tributaries (only tributaries analyzed
both years included).
Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

2006
Cover
4.4%

2015
Cover
4.4%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

1.7%

2.3%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

0.9%

0.7%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

1.1%

2.0%

Combined

3.9%

3.9%
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Table 16. 2015 riparian infrastructure in Skagit Basin tributaries (all analyzed tributaries included).
Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain

Frontal - Skagit Bay Tributaries

2015
Cover
1.5%

Rain

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

4.6%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

1.5%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

1.5%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

2.3%

Snow

Gorge Lake -Skagit River Tributaries
Cascade River Tributaries

1.4%

Combined

3.0%

Snow

4.0%

Dysfunctional Vegetation
Percent dysfunctional vegetation decreased from 26.1 to 23.6 between 2006 and 2015 (Table 17). Percent
dysfunctional vegetation decreased in Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries (from 29.4 to 26.3), but
increased in Illabot Creek - Skagit River, Diobsud Creek-Skagit River and Lower Sauk Tributaries (from 7.8
to 10.1, from 5.7 to 6.2 and from 9.1 to 12.9, respectively). Dysfunctional vegetation covered 22.0% of the
larger 2015 study area (Table 18). Percent dysfunctional vegetation was highest in the Frontal - Skagit Bay
Tributaries (70.6) and lowest in the Gorge Lake -Skagit River Tributaries (0.5).
Table 17. Comparison of 2006 and 2015 dysfunctional riparian vegetation in Skagit Basin tributaries (only
tributaries analyzed both years included).

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

2006
Cover
29.4%

2015
Cover
26.3%

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

7.8%

10.1%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

5.7%

6.2%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

9.1%

12.9%

Combined

26.1%

23.6%

Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain
Mixed Rain and Snow

Table 18. 2015 dysfunctional riparian vegetation in Skagit Basin tributaries (all analyzed tributaries included).
Watershed Type

Hydrologic Unit Name

Rain

Frontal - Skagit Bay Tributaries

2015
Cover
70.6%

Rain

Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

27.0%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Illabot Creek - Skagit River Tributaries

4.3%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Diobsud Creek-Skagit River Tributaries

4.3%

Mixed Rain and Snow

Lower Sauk Tributaries

23.6%

Snow

Gorge Lake -Skagit River Tributaries
Cascade River Tributaries

0.5%

Combined

22.0%

Snow

8.0%
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Comparison of Results to Similar Studies
The results in this study are not directly comparable to the Chinook Recovery Plan (SRSC and WDFW 2005).
The Chinook recovery plan’s study area included the entire extent of the anadromous zone, whereas this
study focuses on the habitat below the top of the alluvial fan.
The 2006 results are comparable–within two percent–to a study done by Skagit County (2010), using 2007
Pictometry aerial photographs (Table 19). Skagit County assessed the cover of forests, wetlands,
agricultural lands, grasses, developed lands and roads along tributaries in Agriculture (Ag-NRL) or Rural
Resource (RRc-NRL) zones. Buffer widths followed County regulations, which varied from 50 to 200 feet.
Table 19. Comparison of Skagit River System Cooperative and Skagit County tributary riparian special extent and
continuity results.
Skagit County
Class
Forest
Wetland
Agriculture

Cover
61.1%
7.3%
22.0%

Grass

4.5%

Developed
Road
Other

Sum
68.4%

Skagit River System Cooperative
Class
Functional
Vegetation

Cover
68.0%

26.5%

Dysfunctional
Vegetation

26.0%

3.0%
1.8%

4.8%

Structures & Roads

3.9%

0.3%

0.3%

The 2015 results are similar–within four percent–to a study released by the Skagit Watershed Council
(Table 20; Environmental Science Associates 2017), using 2013 NAIP aerial photographs. Environmental
Science Associates used computer vision (automated digitizing) to derive land use data. We used ArcGIS
shapefiles to assess areas common to both studies (1216.4 hectares) and compared the cover class results.
Table 20. Comparison of Skagit River System Cooperative and Skagit Watershed Council Skagit River tributary
riparian special extent and continuity results.
Skagit Watershed
Council
Class
Coniferous

Cover
10.6%

Deciduous

30.0%

Shrub Herbaceous

7.0%

Mixed Forest

18.7%

Grasslands, Pasture, Field

11.4%

Bare earth

1.2%

Structures, Road, Impervious

2.2%

Active Channel

9.9%

Water

5.8%

Unclassified

3.2%

Sum

Skagit River System Cooperative
Class

Cover

66.3%

Functional
Vegetation

63.3%

12.7%

Dysfunctional
Vegetation

16.0%

2.2%

Structures & Roads

1.7%

15.6%

Active Channel

19.0%

3.2%
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5.2.4

Recommendations

Recommendation 1: We would like to analyze more 2006 tributaries to identify trends in watersheds
outside of the Finney Creek - Skagit River Tributaries. This can be done using either heads-up digitizing or
computer vision, since the methods have had similar results. While heads-up digitizing is more consistent
with this study’s previous methodology, computer vision is more repeatable (accuracy is independent
from the digitizer’s abilities) and potentially more efficient.
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